Assessment of Requirements and Challenges for the Responsibility Distribution in AI-based Systems from a Management Perspective

Background

Artificially intelligent systems, such as self-driving cars or facial recognition cameras, are no longer a science-fiction fantasy, but their use and operation in real-life scenarios has experienced rapid achievements in the last years. However, the more such technologies turn into business cases, the more urgent becomes the question of who should bear the associated risks and thus responsibility for them, as risks are manifold.

Expected goals

This research’s goal is to identify main requirements of businesses for the distribution of risks and responsibilities arising with the use of AI-based systems. Interviews with interest groups from relevant industries should reveal major pain points, as well as business perceptions on responsibility distribution requirements of the user. Conclusions from the stakeholder engagement should help deriving recommendations for risk and responsibility distribution mechanisms on a higher level. First outlooks on how these results can be technically realized are targeted.

The research will be carried out in the form of interviews with relevant stakeholders from industry. General research questions guiding this research are ‘What are the requirements of management and other business departments for distributing risks and responsibilities of AI-based systems?’ and ‘What are major pain points and challenges when distributing risks and responsibilities?’. Tasks will include (1) an overview of implications from relevant legal frameworks, (2) the development of interview questions and preparation of interview guidelines, (3) identification and survey of relevant stakeholders and (4) result analysis and conclusion of recommendations from the interviews findings.
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